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ABSTRACT
The importance of pharmaceutical excipients in the creation of any dosage form is critical. These excipients
are occasionally to blame for product underperformance and dosage form deterioration. Product deterioration
and underperformance could be attributed to incompatibilities between drug and excipient or sometimes
excipient and excipient either due to the presence of reactive impurities in the excipients or a reaction
between the functional groups present on the excipients. Although, the drug and excipient incompatibilities
are monitored and reported, excipient-excipient incompatibilities are overlooked due to a paucity of
literature. Pharmaceutical companies used to work in a controlled environment (compatibility tests between
excipients to determine the best excipients for dosage form creation) and utilize mitigation measures to
suppress any incompatibilities between excipients when necessary. In the current paper, we propose a
system to predict excipient-excipient incompatibilities that can occur during dosage form development,
possible incompatibility reactions, as well as a potential way to counter these incompatibilities by suggesting
alternative excipients based on the descriptor knowledge of the excipients. The system was developed and
validated using SOM and random forest algorithms. Two systems were developed based on incompatibility
and property relationship, this approach provides a wide scope of our system to select compatible excipients
in place of incompatible ones. Two systems predicted top 10 key incompatibilities and properties which cover
the maximum range of the pharmaceutical research and development. After the validation using random
forest, our system was able to find the structural components responsible for these top incompatibilities
and properties. The prediction accuracy was found to be >85%. This was confirmed by preparing confusion
matrix of the top incompatibilities and properties and assigning values of 0.5 to predict the outcome. The
excipients with probability of ≥0.5 were considered active (possessing incompatibility or property) and the
excipients with probability <0.5 were considered inactive (not possessing the incompatibility or property).
KEY WORDS: Excipient-excipient incompatibility, Machine learning, Random forest, SOM, Structural
incompatibility relationship, Structural-property relationship
INTRODUCTION
The importance of pharmaceutical excipients in the
development of any dosage form is critical. They should
ideally be inert, meaning that they have no effect on the
stability or therapeutic action of the active components.
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These excipients are occasionally to blame for product
underperformance and dosage form deterioration.
Product deterioration and underperformance could
be attributed to incompatibilities between drug and
excipient or sometimes excipient and excipient either due
to the presence of reactive impurities in the excipients
or a reaction between the functional groups present on
the excipients.[1] Excipients have been found to alter
therapeutic efficacy by interfering with the absorption,
distribution, metabolism, or excretion processes or by
changing the formulation’s microenvironment pH value,
acting as a generalist acid-base catalyst, or directly reacting
with API or other excipients. Excipients can also alter drug
stability by changing the physical and chemical form of
drugs or other excipients by ion exchange, hydrogen bond
interaction, polymorphic conversion, eutectic, or solid
solution generation. Although, the drug and excipient
incompatibilities are monitored and reported, excipientexcipient incompatibilities are overlooked due to a paucity
of literature. Pharmaceutical companies used to work in
a controlled environment (compatibility tests between
excipients or drugs to determine the best excipients for
dosage form development) and utilize mitigation measures
to suppress any incompatibilities between excipients when
necessary. Thermal methods such as thermogravimetric
analysis, differential scanning calorimetry, differential
thermal analysis, isothermal microcalorimetry, hot stage
microscopy, and other analytical techniques such as
scanning electron microscope, powder X-ray diffraction,
near-infrared spectroscopy, and solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy are also used for
prospective compatibility screening. These tactics take
time and money to implement, and they increase the cost
of developing a dosage form. Due to these limitations,
computational approaches have got much attention. The
pharmaceutical sector is now grappling with how to
improve medication development efficiency, since fewer
pharmaceuticals enter the market each year. Machine
learning which is a subset of artificial intelligence holds a
bright future in pharmaceutical product development due
to its wide applications whether it is in pharmaceutical
engineering or dosage form optimization or drug target
prediction. Machine learning techniques could make
use of a plethora of data gathered by pharmaceutical
corporations, providing pharmaceutical companies with
cheap and feasible alternatives. The important step
of a dosage form design is to identify the compatible
excipients to avoid stability issues of a dosage form
during development or in the market. Excipient-excipient
interaction and drug-excipient interaction are the two
main reasons to cause stability issues within in the dosage
form, for example. The interaction of croscarmellose
sodium with basic excipients can delay tablet dissolution
property of an acid labile drug.[2] Predicting these
interactions using computational approaches are an
important tool in modern drug design.[3] Developed a
knowledge-driven expert system called Pharm DE for
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drug-excipient incompatibility risk evaluation, which
served as one of the foundations for developing a system
for excipient-excipient incompatibility prediction. This
system has four functionalities: Basic incompatibility
database search, data matching through similarity
search, medication incompatibility risk evaluation, and
formulation incompatibility risk evaluation.[4] Used
machine learning to identify biological activities of
food and drug additives. Validation confirms Vitamin
A palmitate as an inhibitor of P glycoprotein transport
and abietic acid as an inhibitor of UGT2b7 metabolism.
Such associations have important implications as food- or
excipient-drug interactions.[5] Compared the performance
of deep learning to seven target prediction methods, deep
learning outperformed all other methods with respect to
the area under ROC curve and was significantly better
than all commercial products. Deep learning surpassed
the threshold to make virtual compound screening
possible and has the potential to become a standard tool
in industrial drug design.[6] Predicted reactivity of the
complex molecules and also their retro synthesis using
attention-based machine translation model – Molecular
Transformer by learning from same dataset. An expert
system is a promising technology to empower standard
excipient compatibility screening procedures as an
experience and understanding centralized computing
approach. We were inspired to develop a machine
learning-based expert system for assessing the risk of
excipient-excipient incompatibility.

METHODS
Data collection
Structural incompatibility database and structuralproperty database
Dataset
related
to
pharmaceutical
excipients
incompatibility was collected and extracted from the
6th edition of “Handbook of Pharmaceutical excipients”
by Raymond C Rowe. There were total 300 excipients
in the dataset out of which 257 were selected for the
study. The remaining 43 excipients were withdrawn due
to unavailability of their correct structural information or
other related information. The datasets were created which
contain incompatibility and property information of 257
excipients. There were total 837 incompatibilities against
257 excipients in our dataset and 650 properties against
257 excipients.
Descriptor generation
SDF files of 257 excipients were downloaded from the
PUBCHEM database using the name of the excipients.
These sdf files were processed for descriptor generation.
Descriptors were generated using PADEL descriptor
software.
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Scaling of descriptors
Scaling is the procedure of measuring and assigning the
objects to the numbers according to the specified rules. In
other words, the process of locating the measured objects
on the continuum, a continuous sequence of numbers to
which the objects is assigned, is called as scaling. There
were 1444 descriptors calculated for each excipient which
were then trimmed and scaled to 279 for each excipient. The
most important and reliable descriptors were shortlisted to
carry forward the work.
Model development for the structural incompatibility
relationship of excipients
Similarity search of excipients using the SOM and
mapping of incompatibilities over it
The main purpose to train the SOM was to identify the
similarities in various excipients by utilizing their structural
information. This process helps us to identify the molecular
diversity in a neural network. Self-Organizing Map (or
Kohonen Map or SOM) is a type of Artificial Neural
Network which is also inspired by biological models of
neural systems from the 1970s. It follows an unsupervised
learning approach and trained its network through a
competitive learning algorithm. SOM is used for clustering
and mapping (or dimensionality reduction) techniques
to map multidimensional data onto lower dimensional
which allows people to reduce complex problems for easy
interpretation. SOM has two layers, one is the input layer
and the other one is the output layer. Unlike other ANN
types, SOM does not have activation function in neurons;
we directly pass weights to output layer without doing
anything. Each neuron in a SOM is assigned a weight
vector with the same dimensionality d as the input space.
Mapping of descriptors against incompatibilities to find
out key incompatibilities
Descriptors were aligned against the incompatibilities to
find out the key incompatibilities which have dominance
in a particular neuron or which cover maximum number
of the incompatibilities in the incompatibility dataset.
This was done through mapping the descriptors over
incompatibilities using neural network Self-Organizing
map [Figure 1].

MODEL VALIDATION
Random forest
Use of random forest to identify structural features
responsible for key incompatibilities
Random forest algorithm was applied to the dataset to find
out the most important features responsible for providing
that particular incompatibility to the excipient. The
algorithm was applied to the obtained results of SOM. SOM
identified the key incompatibilities in the data set which
were most prevalent and most important in the dataset.
Pharmaspire | Vol. 14 | No. 1 | 2022

The main goal was to identify the descriptors which are
providing incompatible character to the excipients and to
find out various other excipients sharing same descriptors
[Figure 2]. The excipients sharing same descriptors to that
of shortlisted ones will share the same incompatibility as
per our hypothesis.
Preparation of confusion matrix
The confusion matrix is a matrix used to determine the
performance of the classification models for a given set of
test data. It can only be determined if the true values for test
data are known. We checked the performance of our model
by calculating the probability of being active or inactive.
Active means that the particular excipient is having the
incompatibility and inactive means that the excipient is not
having the incompatibility in question. If the value of the
particular descriptor lies in the range of >0.5, then it was
considered as active and if <0.5 then inactive.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR
STRUCTURAL-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIP
Structural-property relationship was done to fulfill the
objective of our work which was providing alternative
excipients in place of incompatible ones. This can be only
done by elucidating structures of the excipients having same
property. What better can be used as an alternative was the
main purpose behind structural-property relationship.

Alignment of scaled descriptors against properties
In this step, scaled descriptors of 259 excipients were
aligned against the properties of the excipients. It was
cross checked whether the excipients get their descriptors
in right format and in sequential manner. Assigning wrong
descriptors will result in wrong predictions and errors.

Mapping of SOM
SOM was mapped to identify key properties in property
dataset which contains 650 properties [Figure 3]. Among
these 650 properties, SOM identified most prevalent and
top properties in a neuron to proceed for the further steps.

MODEL VALIDATION
Use of random forest to identify structural features
responsible for key properties
Random forest algorithm was applied to the dataset to find
out the most important features responsible for providing
those particular properties to the excipient. The algorithm
was applied to the obtained results of SOM. SOM identified
the key properties in the dataset which were most prevalent
and most important in the dataset. The main goal was to
identify the descriptors which are providing the particular
20
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Figure 1: Kohonen surface of total 837 incompatibilities against 257 excipients.

property to the excipient and to find out various other
excipients sharing same descriptors. The excipients sharing
same descriptors to that of shortlisted ones will share the
same properties as per our hypothesis.

Preparation of confusion matrix
In a similar fashion as above, we checked the performance
of our model by calculating the probability of being active
or non-active. Active means that the particular excipient is
having the property and inactive means that the excipient
is not having the property in question. If the value of the
particular descriptor is >0.5, then it was considered as
active and if <0.5 then inactive.

RESULTS
Structural incompatibility relationship database outcomes
Output of the SOM
The main aim of training the SOM of excipients
against incompatibilities was to identify the similarities
among various excipients and incompatibilities. The
SOM identified top 10% excipients versus top 10%
incompatibilities which were most prevalent and
important in the winning neuron of network. Below are
the visuals of training of Kohonen surfaces of excipients
and incompatibilities which yield top and bottom 10%
excipients and incompatibilities [Figures 4 and 5]. This
outcome provided us insights about the most important
excipients and incompatibilities to be focused on.
Alignment of descriptors against incompatibilities to find
out key incompatibilities
Incompatibilities were mapped over SOM to identify
key incompatibilities in the dataset. Figure 1 shows the
mapping process on Kohonen surface. A total of 837
21

incompatibilities were there in the dataset out of which
10 key incompatibilities were screened for further study.
These incompatibilities cover 327 incompatibilities in the
dataset.
These include:
• Oxidizing agents (I243) - 106
• Acidic solutions/substances (I007) - 60
• Alkaline solutions/substances (I019) - 53
• Organic bases (I240) - 36
• Organic acids (I239) - 14
• Iron substances (I185) - 13
• Parabens (I244) - 13
• Aluminum (I024) - 12
• Non-ionic surfactants (I235) - 11
• Phenol (I257) - 9.

USE OF RANDOM FOREST TO IDENTIFY
STRUCTURAL FEATURES RESPONSIBLE
FOR KEY INCOMPATIBILITIES
Random forest identified the key descriptors responsible
for top 10 key incompatibilities. These are as follows:
Among the 74 descriptors found, 23 descriptors were
working for multiple things in the molecules but top 3 were
selected which play the major role in these incompatibilities.
These are:
• Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by electro negativities
(D094 - D097)
• Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by polarizabilities
(D102, D104)
• Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization state
(D110, D117).
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by electro negativities
was mainly responsible for acidic solutions/substances,
Pharmaspire | Vol. 14 | No. 1 | 2022
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Figure 2: Pareto charts of top 10 key incompatibilities.

alkaline solutions/substances, aluminum, and oxidizing
agents.

Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization state was
mainly responsible for iron substances.

Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by polarizabilities was
mainly responsible for non-ionic surfactants, organic acids,
and parabens.

The importance of these descriptors for the various
incompatibilities is depicted by Pareto charts in
Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Kohonen surface of total 650 properties against 257 excipients.

Figure 4: Kohonen surface of top 10% excipients against top 10% properties.

Figure 5: Kohonen surface of bottom 10% excipients against bottom 10% properties.
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STRUCTURAL-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIP
DATABASE OUTCOMES
Output of the SOM
Out of 650 properties, SOM identified 11 key properties
which were covering 404 properties out of 650 properties.
These include:
• Emulsifying agent (AO43) - 60 excipients
• Antimicrobial preservative (A012) - 43 excipients
• Diluents (A034) - 46 excipients
• Tablet binders (A087) - 41 excipients
• Viscosity increasing agents (A099) - 33 excipients
• Stabilizing agents (AO78) - 31 excipients
• Solvent (A077) - 35 excipients
• Coating agent (A024) - 41 excipients
• Suspending agent (A084) - 31 excipients
• Flavoring agent (AO49) - 24 excipients
• Lubricant (A049) - 28 excipients.
Categorization of pharmaceutical excipients by SOM
SOM categorized excipients in different categories based
on their structural information. It was surprising that
lactose was categorized in tablet binder section, ethyl
cellulose in diluents category, xylitol in coating agent and
antimicrobial preservative, hydroxypropyl cellulose in
emulsifying agent, etc.
This provides an idea about the options of using alternative
excipients in place of incompatible ones. If one excipient
is sharing the same structural composition as that of
other, there is a strong possibility that they can be used
interchangeably. For example, tablet binders possess
sugar rings as their backbone and it is providing binding
property to them, after the structural elucidation of lactose
we came to know that lactose is having same structure as
that of binder category that is why our model put it into
the category of binders. Although lactose is a well-known
among diluents, as per the structural activity relationship
by our model, it can be used as a binder also. This provides
a basis of using structural-property relationship in our
work.

USE OF RANDOM FOREST TO IDENTIFY
STRUCTURAL FEATURES RESPONSIBLE
FOR KEY PROPERTIES
Random forest identified the key descriptors responsible
for top 11 key properties. These are as follows:

Figure 6: Pareto charts of top 11 key properties.

•

Combined dipolarity/polarizability (A181)

Emulsifying agent

•

Fraction of rotatable bonds (A249)

•

Number of atoms in the longest aliphatic chain (A156)

•

Molecular distance between all primary and secondary

•
•

Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by van der Waals
volume (A030)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by polarizabilities
(A048)
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Antimicrobial preservative
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by mass (A081)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by charges
(A019)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization state
(A067)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by 1st ionization
potential (A059)
Vertex adjacency information (A253)
Number of atoms in the largest Π system (A155).

Diluents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crippen’s log P (A144)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by polarizabilities
(A065)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by charges (A014)
Number of single bonds (A129)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization state
(A118)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization state
(A046).

Tablet binder
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total self-return walk (A273)
McGowan volume (A158)
Combined dipolarity/polarizability (A181)
Doubly bound carbon bound to one another carbon
(A137)
Crippen’s log P (A144)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by charges (A073).

Viscosity increasing agents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of hydrogen atoms (A006)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by electro negativity
(A095)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by van der Waals
volume (A087)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by mass (A079)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by polarizability
(A103)
Bond order (A197).

Stabilizing agent
•
•
•
•
•

25

Total walk count (A263)
Fraction of rotatable bonds (A249)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by first ionization
potential (A114)
Crippen’s molar refractivity (A145)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by charges
(A072).

Solvent
•
•
•
•
•

Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by van der Waals
volume (A086)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization state
(A118)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by electro
negativities (A039)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by charges (A015)
“Sum” of path lengths starting from oxygen (A276).

Coating agent
•
•
•
•
•
•

McGowan volume (A158)
Crippen’s molar refractivity (A145)
“Sum” of path lengths starting from hetero atoms
(A275)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization
potential (A114)
Total number of bonds (A128)
Number of double bonds (A132).

Suspending agent
•
•
•
•
•
•

Molecular distance H between all primary and tertiary
carbons (A161)
Total number of single bonds (A130)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by charges (A019)
Molecular walk counts of order eight (A260)
Total walk count (A263)
GERY’s autocorrelation weighted by polarizabilities
(A106).

Flavoring agent
•
•
•
•
•

Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by polarizabilities
(A052)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by van der Waals
volume (A033)
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by mass (A025) and
van der Waals volume
Moran’s autocorrelation weighted by ionization
potential (A061)
Molecular distance H between all primary and tertiary
carbons (A161).

Lubricant
•
•
•
•
•

Number of rotatable bonds (A249)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by charges (A075)
Geary’s autocorrelation weighted by electro
negativities (A099)
Singly bound carbon bound to two other carbon
atoms (A141)
Crippen’s log P (A141).
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The importance of these descriptors for the various
properties is depicted by Pareto charts in Figure 6.

Preparation of confusion matrix
Our model showed more than 85% accuracy in predictions.
The assigned values of >0.5 and <0.5 formed the basis of
predictions. The excipients were predicted active if the
value was >0.5 and inactive if <0.5. We applied confusion
matrix to the descriptors dataset of structural-property
relationship to check for various properties.

SUMMARY
Structural-property relationship
SOM categorized excipients in different categories based
on their structural information. It was surprising that lactose
was categorized in tablet binder section, ethyl cellulose in
diluents category, xylitol in coating agent and anti-microbial
preservative, hydroxypropyl cellulose in emulsifying
agent, etc. This provides an idea about the options of using
alternative excipients in place of incompatible ones. If one
excipient is sharing the same structural composition as
that of other, there is a strong possibility that they can be
used interchangeably. For example, tablet binders possess
sugar rings as their backbone and it is providing binding
property to them, after the structural elucidation of lactose,
we came to know that lactose is having same structure as
that of binder category that is why our model put it into
the category of binders. Although lactose is a well-known
among diluents, as per the structural-property relationship
by our model, it can be used as a binder also. This provides
a basis of using structural-property relationship in our
work.

dosage forms. If any new excipient sharing same structural
features as that of selected ones is added to the drug
formulation, it is going to cause same incompatibility as
that of the already established molecule.

Importance of top descriptors for incompatibility
In the above section, we provide directions for researchers
how to establish a property of any new molecule. Now
after property, the excipient is going to be used in drug
formulation. Here, how the excipient is going to react with
the other excipients of the formulation is a question to
answer. This can be simplified by generating descriptors
of the said molecule and compare them with the obtained
results of our research for the top incompatibilities. If
descriptors are same, then most probably the molecule will
share the same incompatibility as that of already existing
molecule.

CONCLUSION
Major contributions of this work are summarized below:
•

•
•

•

Importance of top descriptors
During the development of new pharmaceutical excipient
which may be from natural or synthetic origin, the first
thing in the mind of developer is which property the
molecule possesses. Now what he or she can do is to
check the most prevalent properties in the pharmaceutical
excipients database. By this way, he/she can set the target of
screening the molecule for these top properties. This work
can be done by generating descriptors of the said molecule
and compare them with the obtained results of our research
for the top properties. If descriptors are same, then most
probably the molecule will share the same property as that
of already existing molecule.

Structural incompatibility relationship
SOM selected top 10 key incompatibilities in the dataset
based on their prevalence. This provides an idea of using
these excipients with proper caution and observation in

Pharmaspire | Vol. 14 | No. 1 | 2022

•

•

•
•

Two systems are proposed (SPR and SIR) that can
guide pharmaceutical industry and research scientists
about the use of suitable pharmaceutical excipients to
avoid stability problems in dosage forms.
“Handbook of pharmaceutical excipients” is presented
in a precise and shorter format which will definitely
save time of researchers.
Among 650 instances of properties, 11 key properties
account for 404 instances which provides an idea of
how much these properties matter to the pharmaceutical
industry and research.
Among 837 instances of incompatibilities, 10 key
incompatibilities account for 327 instances which
provides an idea of how much these incompatibilities
matter to the pharmaceutical industry and research.
Top descriptors are presented for both top properties
and incompatibilities; these will help researchers
in future to gain an idea about how the molecule
is going to perform in terms of property and
incompatibility.
Importance of these descriptors is presented in the
form of Pareto charts which depicts that the chances of
error in the model will increase by high margin if these
descriptors are removed or not considered.
A concept about using alternative excipients in
place of unsuitable ones possessing same property is
presented.
The suggestions provided by the model will definitely
help researchers in the future in selecting and
screening suitable excipients for their dosage form
or if any unknown excipient is to be investigated
for property and incompatibility relationship,
researchers can simply generate descriptors of the
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said molecule and compare them with the proposed
top descriptors. This will provide them an idea that
what property and incompatibility the molecule
possesses.

FUTURE WORK
There are several directions in which this research work can
be extended in the future. Efforts can be made to increase the
accuracy of the system by experimenting the things in wet
laboratory and compare the results obtained from the proposed
model to that of wet laboratory experiments. This can be
further carry forwarded to new molecules by establishing their
structural-property relationship and structural incompatibility
efforts relationship. This approach can save time, money, and
workforce in pharmaceutical sector.
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